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ABSTARCT: The change in Christian dogma from the Old 

Testament, which used Burnt Offerings Sacrifices (BOS) and 

other sacrifices, to the New Testament which abandoned the 

BOS and other sacrifices, resulted in a reduction in the power 

of God Jahowa. The author proposes to God Jahowa that 

every Christian family carry out and must perform the 

Thanksgiving Sacrifice (TS) by sacrificing doves or kilos of 

fresh meat of a cow or sheep, at least once a year. God 

Jahowa stipulates that the sacrifice of a dove or fresh meat of 

a cow or sheep is a minimum of half a kg for one sacrifice. 

The time is independent of what date and what month of the 

year. According to God Jahowa, the results of the author's TS 

produce fragrant steam and cause them to grow stronger and 

agile. The benefits of TS were not only felt by God Jahowa, 

but also by God Jesus. If they inhale a full liter of TS vapor, 

they can endure not eating or drinking for ten years. TS is 

thanksgiving to God Jahowa and God Jesus. Money cannot 

increase God's power. For people who are able but do not 

carry out TS, they will sin but have little sin. For people who 

are unable, then they are not sinful. For people who carry out 

TS, they will be blessed. This TS has been inaugurated by God 

Jahowa as a new dogma for Christians which is implemented 

at least once a year.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Author can talk to human spirits, gods, prophets, and God in remote hearts in the Spirit 

World since 2012. In the Old Testament, all followers of God Jahowa were encouraged to 

carry out Burnt Offerings Sacrifices (BOS). Currently, in the New Testament, Christians no 

longer carry out BOS. According to God Jahowa, all BOS in the Old Testament did not clean 

the victim's hair and excrement. This caused God Jahowa to feel dizzy, so that when the God 

Jesus was born, God Jahowa ordered the Prophet Joel to stop all kinds of burnt offerings. In 

the Old Testament, God Jahowa was not allowed to make improvements to the BOS dogma 

for any reason. However, after the termination of the BOS, God Jahowa felt His strength was 

reduced. That is why the author proposed providing a Thanksgiving Sacrifice (TS) to God 

Jahowa and God Jesus; and they agreed to it. The new idea in TS is that apart from doves, 

kilos of fresh meat cow or sheep can also be sacrificed. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The first humans to carry out the BOS in the Old Testament were Cain and Abel (Genesis 

4:3,4). Then Prophet Noah (Genesis 8:20), Prophet Abraham (Genesis 22:2,6,7,8,13), Jacob 

(Genesis 31:54), Israel (Genesis 46:1, Exodus 3:18, Exodus 24: 5, Exodus 29: 40-42), 

Prophet Moses (Exodus 10:25, 20:24), Jethro the father-in-law of Prophet Moses (Exodus 

18:12, Exodus 38:1, Exodus 40:29, Leviticus 1:3,4, 6,8,9,10,13,14,17, Leviticus 2,3, 

Leviticus 8:28), Aaron (Exodus 30:10, 30:20, Exodus 32:6, Leviticus 9: 20,22,24), and many 

more [1]. 

In the Old Testament there were several types of burnt offerings, namely Burnt Offerings 

(Leviticus 7:37, Leviticus 14:31, Leviticus 15:30), Sin Sacrifice (Leviticus 

4;3,14,21,24,25,35, Leviticus 6:17, Leviticus 7:37, Leviticus 15:30, Leviticus 16:25,27), 

Incense Sacrifice (Exodus 30:1, Exodus 35:15, Exodus 37:5), Peace Offering (Leviticus 

4:26,31 , Leviticus 7:37, Leviticus 17:5), the Guilt Sacrifice (Leviticus 5:18,19, Leviticus 

6:6,17, Leviticus 7:37, Leviticus 19:21), and the Grain Offering (Leviticus 6:14, 15, Leviticus 

7: 37) [1]. 

To overcome the problems in the introduction above, the author proposes the procurement of 

Thanksgiving Sacrifices (TS) with the requirement that TS be enough to burn doves or kilos 

of fresh meat cow or sheep. After the coming of the God Jesus, the Savior of the World, all 

types of BOS above were abolished. However, God Jahowa was interested in the author's 

proposal and agreed to the implementation of TS. 
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METHODOLOGY 

If the TS sacrifice is a dove, then before slaughtering it you must pray first. Doves that have 

been slaughtered, are cleaned with their feathers and dirt. The feathers are cleaned after the 

dove is dipped in hot water. The blood, bile and appendix were removed. The intestines are 

dissected, then washed with liquid soap and rinsed until clean. The clean intestine is put back 

into the stomach of the dove's body and then sewn up or tied with wire, then burned until it is 

charred and used up. Before being burned, the dove was pierced with an iron from the mouth 

to the tail. When the burning starts, the person offering the sacrifice must sing a sacrificial 

song of at least two verses. To make it perfect, the dove was burned until it turned into 

charcoal. 

If the TS is kilos of fresh meat cow or sheep, then the meat must be cleaned first. According 

to God Jahowa, a minimum of half a kg of fresh meat cow or sheep per sacrifice. The person 

making the sacrifice prays first before burning, and when burning, the person offering the 

sacrifice must sing a sacrificial song of at least two verses. To make it perfect, the fresh meat 

cow or sheep is grilled until it turns into charcoal. 

TS can be carried out using firewood or coconut shells. TS should not be carried out using an 

LPG or coal stove because the TS steam is not delicious. 

God Jahowa ordered the author to carry out TS. The author has carried out TS nine times by 

sacrificing a dove and once sacrificing half a kg of fresh meat of cow. The average burning 

time is about 3 hours. The author uses half a plastic sack of coconut shells per TS. To burn 

the coconut shell at first, the author uses gasoline. However, because the fire jumped and 

spread quickly, the author suggested that the congregation use diesel oil; half a liter is 

enough. After carrying out TS, the author feels happy, peaceful, and joyful. The author has 

made the decision to carry out TS once a month. 

 

RESULTS/FINDINGS 

The author's TS results are that according to God Jahowa and God Jesus, they inhaled the 

fragrant vapors of TS; and they claim to have become stronger, lighter and more agile. If they 

inhale a full liter of TS vapor, they can endure not eating or drinking for ten years. According 

to God Jahowa, the TS author is perfect. 

 

DISCUSSION 

This TS is the author's proposal, but those who determine its implementation are God Jahowa 

and God Jesus. They said that TS must be carried out by all Christian families, namely 

Catholics and Protestants, at least once a year. Implementation is free at any time, namely on 

any date and month throughout the year. If the sacrifice is fresh meat of cow or sheep, then 

the minimum is half a kg per sacrifice. This aims to maintain price stability for dove or fresh 

meat of cow or sheep and fuel (firewood or coconut shells). For those who are capable but do 

not carry it out, they will sin, but the sin is small. But for people who can not afford not to 
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sin. However, this TS was inaugurated by God Jahowa, it also had an influence on the God 

Jesus. 

 

IMPLICATION 

The implementation of this TS is mandatory for every Christian family. God Jahowa said that 

He would bless Christian families who carry out TS. However, for Christian families who 

cannot afford it, that is okay. Regarding the color of doves, they can be purple, or red, or 

white, or a mixture thereof. 

 

CONCLUSION 

God Jahowa said that this TS is official and can be implemented by all Christians throughout 

the world. God Jahowa obliges every Christian family to conduct TS at least once a year, on 

any date and month throughout the year. TS can sacrifice dove or fresh meat of cow or sheep 

at least as half a kg per sacrifice. TS is thanksgiving to God Jahowa and God Jesus. Money 

cannot increase God's power. This TS will become a new dogma for Christians. In addition to 

TS, Christians are also required to return tithes (5%) in lieu of tithes (10%), and also provide 

a collection of offerings during services [2]. 
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